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CIRENCESTER EXCAVATIONS I

Table 2 Correlation <if Contexts and Finds
Pottery and finds recovered from individual contexts discussed in this volume are listed below
by page reference and/or illustrated figure number.
Pottery:

Coarse wares, figs. SG-6S
Mortarium "and amphora stamps, fig. 48, prefixes M. and A.
Stamps on Gallo-Belgic and coarse wares, fig. 49, prefixes G. and C.
Samian stamps, fig. 41, prefix S.
Decorated sarnian, figs. 42-46, prefix D.
Plain samian, fig. 47
Objects: Figs. 24-40; 66-70
It is hopes that this table will aid all those who wish to reconstitute the finds from specific
contexts.

Table 2 CORRELATION of Contexts and Finds
Context

Coarse W;UC.'S

Samian

Objects

AE 110

204

D.7-8; 125

Coin: Vcspasian. 87

AE 112
AE II 10
AE II P.H. I

204
fig. 51. 50; 204

AE II P.H. 2
AE II P.H. 3
AE III 16
AE III 17
AE v 19
AE V 20
AE V 21

125
S.12; 125
D.6; 125

fig. 51. 50; 204
fig. 51, 53-4; 204

D.9; 125

Iron, 101

125

AE VII P.H.

fig. 51, 52; 204
204
fig. 51, 48-9; 204
fig.' 51. 51; 204

AG II 36

figs. 50-51. 28-47; 204

AG II 41

fig. 50, 24; 204

AG II 42

fig. 50, 22-3; 204

Coin: Claudius I, 87
Coin: Radiate (intrusive), 87

125
D.4-5; 125

Bronze fig. 28. 41
Iron, fig. 29. 58
Coins: Clst-2nd. iIIeg.. Maguentius, 87
Coin: Claudius I, 87

AG II 44
AG II 48
AG III 38

fig. 50, 21; 204

AG III 39

figs. 50-51. 28-47; 204

AG III 43

fig. 50. 27; 204
fig. 50. 25-<;; 204

AG III 49
AH VIII 27

Coins: Claudius I, Hadrian, 87
Glass, 106

figs. 50-51, 28-47; 204
125
D.2-3; 125
5.31;125
Iron fig. 29. 62
Glass fig. 34. 94

204

AH VIII 28
AH VIII 66

204

AH VIII 68
AH VIII 70/74

fig. 50. 20; 204

Glass, 106

Glass fig. 34, 93

Coin: Nero, 87
Brooch 91, no. 7
Stone 105, no. 79

AH VIII 75

fig. 50. 6-7; 204

124

AH VIII 76

204
fig. 50, 17-19; 204

D.I; 124

Stone 105, no. 78

5.49; 124

Coin: Claudius I, 87
Bone fig. 30. 73
Stone 105, no. 80

AH VIII 78
AH VIII 83
AH VIII 86
AH VIII 91

fig. 50. 12; 204
204
fig. 50. 8; 204

AH VIII 93
AH VIII 96

fig. SO,S; 204
fig. 50. t:>-16; 204

AH VIII HIO

fig. 50, 11; 204
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Coarse Wares

Samian

AH VIII 103

204

124

AH VllI 116

fig. 50. 2-4; 204

124

AH VllI I'.H.3

204

AH VIII P.H.4

fig. 50. 9; 204

AH VIII P.H.7

fig. 50. 10; 204

AH VIII Pit I
AK II 22
AK II 26
AK IV 38
AK IV 39
AK IV 40
AK IV 41
AL II 39
AL II 41
AL II 42
AL II 43
AL II 44
AL II 45
AL VII 31

204

fig. 60. 335-64; 206

5.4; 0.59; 143

fig. 60, 335.<>4; 206

5.21; 0.60; 143 GI", 106

AM 161

fig. 57. 257-<53; 206

AH VIII 111

Bronze fig. 26, 28; pIs. 24. 25; 97. no. 56

figs.

Brooch fig. 24, 6

eo-sr,

Graffito fig. 66. 1

365-<17; 206

figs. 60--61, 365-87
figs.

so-er.

figs.

so-si. 365-<17; 206

365-<17

143

figs. 60-61; 365-87; 206
figs. so-si, 365-<17; 206
fig. 60, 335-64; 206

142-3

fig. 60. 335-64; 206

Glass fig. 34, 93
Brooch fig. 24, 3
Coin: Augustus. 87

fig. 60. 335-64; 206

AM 163

fig. SO, 1

AM II 58

figs. 57-59, 266-329

AM II 59

A.l, 149; figs. 57-59. 266- S. 1-3. 6, 9. Coin: H. of Cons .. 87
10-11. 15, 16. Bronze fig. 26, 19
329; 206
20. 22, 23. 24,Glass 107, no. 94; 106
27. 28. 29. 33.
35. 36-37, 42,
44, 45, 47. 48,
52, 53; O. 3858; 133-142

Bronze fig. 26. 22

Brooch fig. 25, 15

AM 1165
AM II 66

206

AM II 67

fig. 57. 264-5; 206

AM III 35
AM III 43

142
206

AM III 44

A.3, p. 149; figs. 59-<50.

AM III 45

330-3; 206
fig. 60. 334; 206

AM IV 41
206

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

206

I 45
I 48

J

Coins: Claudius I (x2) , 87
Iron fig. 29. 61

142

I 47

Plant macroremains; insect remains
206

I 52

206

II 34
II 37

206

142

206

AW 171

fig. 63, 407-<1; 206

In

fig. 63. 403-<5; 206

143

AW 177

fig. 63. 402; 206

S.5
0.61

AW 1 79

fig. 63. 409-11; 206

0.63; 144

AW II 35

fig. 64, 449-52; 208

AX
AX
AX
AX
AX

II 36

figs. 65-64. 442-<1; 208

144

AW 176

,

142

5.21; 142

AM IV 44

AW

1

Objects

0.62; 143

Brooch fig. 25, 9
Iron fig. 29. 57

II 38

figs. 65-64. 442-<1; 208

144

II 39
II 41

fig. 63, 434-41; 206

5.41; 144

II 42

fig. 63. 425; 206

5.50; 144

144
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Context

Coarse Wares

Samian

Objects

AX II 43

fig. 63, 415-24; 206

144

.Brooch fig. 24, 2
Bronze fig. 28. 53

AX II 44

fig. 63, 427-9; 206
fig. 63, 43<l-3; 206
fig. 63, 426; 206

1),64

AX II 45
AX II 47
AX II 58

fig. 63, 412-4; 206

AY 118
AY125&26

fig. 65, 486-8; 208
fig, 489-98; 208

Iron fig. 29, 68

Plant macroremaius
Iron lOt
Bronze fig. 28, 50
Iron 101
Glass 106, no. 93
Plant macrorcmains
Animal bone
Bronze 97, no. 49

AY V 41

BZ I 12
BZ 1[5

fig. 65, 499-500
fig. 64, 453-61; 208
CI; 150

BZ I 18

figs. 64--65, 476-83; 208

BZ
CG
CG
CG
CG
CG
CG
CG
CG
CG
CG
CG

fig 64, 475; 208

AY V 50

1 20
III 7
III 11
III 12
III 14
III 17
IV 14
IV 16
IV 17
IV 18
IV 19
IV 21
DA III 166
DA III 168

0.65--7; 144

Clay fig. 3'1, 76

1).69-71; 145 Bone fig. 30, 71
Lead fig. 33, 82, 83
Glass 106
1).68; 144-5

Bronze fig. 'l:l, 37
Lead fig. 33, 81

146
5.26; 146

fig. 64, 462-9; 208
fig, 64, 462-9; 208
fig. 65, 484-5
A.2 & 4; 149

144
5.25; 146
'144
5.55; 145--6
145
145
145

fig. 64, 470-4; 208

144

206

143

206

143

206

143

DA IV 506
DA IV 510

206

143

DK 1 81

figs. 54-57, 156-256

5.30, 32, 43, Coins: Claudius I, Clst-2nd, 87
46, 54; 0.19- Brooches fig. 25, 12, 14; 92, nos. 16, 18
Bronze fig. 26, 21, 24; fig. 27, 36; -~g. 28, 39, 47. 49, 52; 97,
27; 128-131
no. 49
Iron fig. 29, 64. 66, 67

Bone fig. 30, 72
Stone fig. 32, T7
Glass fig. 34, 92; 106
Animal bone

DK 190

206

127

Coin: Claudius I. 87

Bronze 97. no. 49
Glass 106

Animal hone
Slag

DK 191
DK I 92
DK 194

Clay fig. 31, 75

206
206

Animal bone

206

Coin: Claudius I, 87
Brooch fig. 25, 17
Bronze fig. 28. 45
Iron 101
Animal bone
Coin: Claudius J. 87
Animal bone

DK [96
DK 197
DK I 99

206

D.12

Animal bone

Animal bone
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Context

Coarse Warcs

Samian

Objects

DK 1 102
DK I 103

fig. 53. 111; 206

0.11; 127

Animal bone

fig. 53. 112; 206

S.38; 127

Animal bone

DK I 104

206

DK I 105
DK I 106

fig. 52. 95; 204

Animal bone

126

Animal bone

DK I 107

M.l. 147; fig. 53.110; 206126
fig. 53. 104-9
126

DK 1 108
DK 1109

fig. 52. 96-103; 204

126

Bronze fig. 27, 29
Animal bone

DK I 110

fig. 53, 115-9; 206

127

Iron tOl, no. 69
Graffito fig. 66, 2
Animal bone

DK I III
DK I 112

206

127

Bronze 97, no. 49
Animal bone

204

Animal bone
Glass fig. 34, 91
Animal bone
Animal bone

204

DK I 113
DK 1114

fig. 53, 115-9

fig. 53. 104-9

S.39; 126

Animal bone

DK I 115
DK I 116

fig. 53. 104-9; 204

126

Animal bone

S.7; 126

Animal bone

DK I 117
DK I 119

fig. 52. 86-94; 204
206
fig. 51. 58-67; 204

127

Animal bone

126

Animal bone

DK II 39

figs. 54-57, 156-256

S.51; D:28;:131 Coin: Claudius r, 87
Bronze fig. 27, 38; fig. 28, 55; 97, no. 49
Glass llX>
Animal bone
Slag

DK II 40

figs. 54-57, 156-256

5.17;110:30; 131 Coins: Claudius I, ?Neronian copy, 87
Bronze fig. 28, 46, 54; 97, no. 49
Glass fig. 34, 87; p. 106; 106, no. 93
Animal bone

DK II 41

figs. 54-57. 156-256

131

Animal bone

Slag
Iron fig. 29, 59, 60, 63; 101

Slag
DK II 42

fig. 53. 124-133; 206

OK II 43
OK II 44

G.2. 150; fig. 53. 114; 206 127
fig. 53. 113; 206
127
fig. 52. 86-94; 204
126
206
D.lO; 126-7
204
126
fig. 51. 58-67; 204
126

DK II 45
DK II 46
DK II 47
DK II 48
DK II 94
OM 119

S.19. S.56;
D.I4; 127-8

Brooch 91, no. 5
Bronze fig. 27, 31, 32, 35; fig. 28, 51; 97, no. 49
Iron 99, no. 63
Bone fig. 30, 70
Glass fig. 34, 84; lO7, no. 94
Slag
Animal bone
Animal bone
Animal bone
Animal bone
Animal bone
Animal bone

127
G.l & 2; 150; figs. 54-57.
156-256

S.8. 34. 40;
D.31-4; 132

Coins: Claudius I
Brooch fig. 24, 1

(x),

Domitian, Hadrian, 87

Bro~fig.U,~,25,~~.n,n,~;fig.28,@,~;~,~,

nos. 36, 42, 49
Iron fig. 29, 66; lOt
Shale fig. 30, 74

1

Clay fig. 31. 75
Glass, fig. 34, 86; 106; 106, nos. 92, 93
Animal bone

1\

DM 162
DM 165

0.35-6; 132

Animal bone

DM 1120

figs. 54-57. 156-256
figs. 54-57. 156-256
figs. 54-57, 156-256

132

Iron 101

DM 1130

figs. 54-57, 156-256

D.37; 132

Brooch fig. 25, 13
Glass llX>; lO7, no. 94

132
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Coarse Wares

Samian

Objects

DM I 131

figs. 54-57, 156-256

132

DM 1132

204

126

DM I 133

204

125

Brooch fig. 24, 4

127

Coin: Agrippa (Tiberius), 87
Iron fig. 29, 69

Animal bone

DM 1 134

fig. 53, 120-3: 206

DM 1135
DM 1136

figs. 54-57, 156-256
132-3
M.2. 148: A.5, 149; fig. 53. D.13: 127
120-3; 206
fig. 54, 140-55: 206
5.14 & 18:
D.15-18: 128

DM 1137

Coin: Agrippa (Tibcrius), 87
Bronze fig. 26. 23
Glass 106, no. 93
Coin: Vcspasian. 87

Bronze fig. 26, 26; fig. 27. 30; fig. 28. 44; 97. no 49
Iron 99, no, 68
Glass fig. 34, 85, 88, 89, 90; 106, no. 92
Animal bone

DM 1 143
DM 1144
DM 1145
DM 1150

204

126

fig. 51, 55-7: 204
fig. 52, 84-5: 204
fig. 54, 137-9; 206

S.13; 126

125-6
Coin: Claudius I, 87
Bronze fig. 28, 48
Iron 101

Animal bone

DM 1152

figs. 51-52, 68-83: 204

126

DM 1 153
DM 1 154

figs. 51-52, 68-83; 204

126

DM 1158

figs. 53-54, 134-{;: 206

128

Police Srarion
Watching Brief

Iron 101
Bronze fig. 28, 42
Animal bone

Coins: Agrippa (Tibcrius), Vespasian. Ctsr-znd. 87
Brooches fig. 24. 8; fig. 25, 10, 11
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AN IRON AGE COIN

by
Prof. S.S. Frere
During excavation of site AH, a bronze coin of Rues (Mack 191) was discovered, unfortunately
unstratified, but below the final phase of occupation dated to the fourth century. Coins with the
legend RVIIS have some form of association both in style and distribution with the coinage of
Tasciovanus issued by the Verulamium mint; one of these coins (Mack 190) may even carry the
mint-mark VIR, though this is not certain. It is usually assumed that the word Rues, like Sega-,
Dias- and Andoco-, are abbreviated personal names, but they could possibly be mint-names.
The coinage of Rues has been discussed by D.F. Allen in his report on the finds from the
Harlow Temple (Allen, D.F., 1967, 4) and by Warwick Rodwell who gives a distribution map
(Rodwell, 1976, fig. 27). Unlike coins with names Dias, Sego and Andoco, those of Rues do
not link his name with that of Tasciovanus, and it is therefore not possible to be sure that his
status was similar to that of these others, who appear to be either sons or associates of
Tasciovanus. It can be deduced that at the end of his reign Tasciovanus shar'\d his power,
whether voluntarily or not, with co-rulers. It is even possible that Rues was his short-lived
successor, ruling in Hertfordshire until displaced by Cunobelin. The coins of Rues have a
distribution in Catuvellaunian territory centred on Verulamium. The Cirencestcr example is an
outlier, and like other native coins from sites with similar Roman military contexts (e.g. at
Wroxeter or Longthorpe) may have arrived there in the purse of a Roman soldier.
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THE ROMAN COINS

by
R. Reece
This coin list obviously has an important bearing on the early history of Corinium, but its
interpretation poses many problems. 1t is only fair to future workers to point out the dividing
line between fact and supposition and to underline the present short-comings of coin evidence
and coin specialists.
The period between the conquest of A.D. 43 and the reign of Domitian is not well served by
coins. Gold coins of the period were well struck in reasonable numbers and are usually well
dated; they are virtually never found. Silver of Claudius is extremely rare and denarii of Nero
struck before 64 are almost equally scarce. From 43 to 64 the only silver coinage in circulation
comprised pre-conquest denarii of the Republic, Augustus and Tiberius which can give no
more accurate date than "after A.D. 43". After 64 Nero struck more silver, and Flavian denarii
arc common. The picture in bronze coinage is similar to that in silver except that the conquest
troops were supplied with current Claudian asses but very few earlier issues. The one exception
is that of the Agrippa memorial coins, and the evidence of British site-finds strongly suggests
that these were being struck very shortly before the conquest. Soon after the conquest the
supply of newly minted Claudian bronze seems ro have ceased, and, it is assumed, local
production of copies which ranged from excellent to poor began in response to the shortage.
This copying continued through the reign of Claudius and into the next reign, for Nero struck
virtually no bronze in the first ten years of his reign. "Claudian copies" may therefore give 0
date anywhere between 44 and 64 and as yet no one has convincingly demonstrated a
chronological sequence from good to bad copying or a link of good or bad copies with civilian
or military authorities. From 64 to 68 Nero struck a flood of asses and many scstertii and
dupondii, and the good supply continued into the Flavian period. This is the numismatic
background.
One subject on which a coin list cannot at present give information is the status of the site whether military Or civilian, Roman or native. This must come from the archaeological record,
and the coins can do no more than support the other material evidence.
, Finally we have the assistance of other sites. Colchester is a great help here for it is known
from historical sources to go back to the year of conquest, and has another firm date in the sack
by Boudicca; Hod Hill and Waddon Hill are Claudian forts abandoned before the introduction
of the coinage of Nero, while the Lunt and Exeter have definitely military buildings which
must belong in part Wlate in the reign of Nero. There is therefore a military sequence against
which to fit Corinium ranging from the conquest to the Flavian period.
After such preamble the coins from Corinium, at least from the levels described in this
volume, must come as a severe disappointment. Only 32 and two halves of coins belong to the
military phase. Five coins are presumably intrusive because they date after A.D. 117, four arc
Flavian, one and two halves arc early but illegible, two are Neronian asses, sixteen arc Claudian
asses of which fourteen are copies, and the total is made up by three Agrippa asses and one late
Augustan denarius.
Firstly, by comparison with other sites, the number of coins on which to speculate is small.
Then we may note the absence of sestertii and small change, and the virtual absence of silver it-is a very standard series of asses. Finally, the weight of the group falls firmly in the large
bracket 44 to 64, with its Claudian copies and only two regular coins.
If these coins result from a military presence on the sites excavated, and the deciding facts
here must be the structural results of excavation, that presence seems never to have been large,
is probably not as early as Colchester or Hod Hill, and seems to have moved on before the
main period of occupation at Exeter or the Lunt. Within the period 44 to 64 the sixteen
Claudian asses cannot give any more precise information for the reasons outlined above. The
coins would fit equally well with a fort occupied for six months in the late forties, or for six
months at the time of the Boudiccan rebellion; they could equally result from a small "watch-
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dog" presence over rhe whole period. Decisions between such alternatives are not the province
of numismatists.
Empercr

Reference

Site Reference

Augustus

RIC 350
RIC (Tib) 32, A.D. 14-54
RIC (Tib) 32, A.D. 14-54
RIC (Tib) 32
copy as RIC 66

AL II 43
DM I 134
DM I 135
Police Station 1964
AE II 10
AE V 19
AG II 44
AH VIII 96
AM III 44
AM III 44
DK I 81
DK I 90
DK I 94
DK [96
DK II 39
DK II 40
DM I 19
DM 119
DM I 19
DM I 150
AH VIII 70
DK II 40
AE I 10
DM I 137
Police Station 1964
DM 1 19
AE II 10
DM I 19
AG II 41
Police Station 1964
DK I 81
AE V 20
AM II 59
AG II 41

Agrippa (Tiberius)

Claudius I

copy as RIC (Claud) 82
copy as RIC 66, A.D. 41-54

"

Nero

? Neronian copy
Vespasian

Domitian
Hadrian
Crst-2nd
Clst-2nd
Radiate
H. of Constantine
Magnentius

"

"

RIC 67, A.D. 41-54
? copy as RIC 66, A.D. 43-64
RIC 66, A.D. 41-54
copy as RIC 66, A.D. 43-64
" " " A.D. 43-64
? copy as RIC 66, A.D. 43-64
copy as RIC 66, A.D. 43-M
" " " A.D. 43-64
RIC 286
? A.D. 60-63
Cos. 4
RIC 740, A.D. 69-79
Sestcrtius, rev. illegible
A.D. 86
RIC 55 (a)
RIC 795, A.D. 134-8
Illegible
As, halved, iUcgible
Sestcrtius, halved
Intrusive, A.D. 270-90
A.D. 320 +,(intrusive)
copy as CK 8, AD. 351-<)4
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THE BROOCHES

by
D.F. Maekreth
Although the collections of brooches from Hod Hill and Waddon Hill would seem to be the
best with which to compare the present one, there arc not enough specimens from Circnccstcr
to make such an exercise useful. The date range of the whole collection, or of the brooches
from individual sites, is not narrow enough for any determination of priority of occupation or
abandonment to be arrived at; indeed, the small number found stratified beneath sealing layers
would have cast grave doubts upon any statements of this kind.

Colchester
1. OM I 19. The pin and half of the six-coil spring is missing. The wings arc short and
plain. The bow is flat with a slight swell on the front witha buried bead-row. The catch-plate is
damaged, but retains part of a rectangular piercing.
The flat sectioned bow is more typical of continental Colchesters than British ones
(Ritterling, 1913, Taf.VIII, 81 and 86; Thill, 1969,32, abb.3, 31-36; van Buchcm, 1941, p1.V.2
and 3) and in this country its earliest appearance, perhaps, is in the cemetary at Swarling
(Bushe-Fox, 1925, 40, pI.XII, 2; Sieveking, Longworth and Wilson (cds.), 1976,410, fig. 4.4).
Other examples, however, with bead-rows as in the present specimen come from Colchester
(Hawkes and Hull, 1947, 310, pl.XCI.35) and Chichester (Hildyard, 1955, 109-112, frontispiece). The first comes from period IV-VI, A.D. 49- c. 65, the second has no context. The type
is rare in Britain and it is tempting to consider it as being at the end of its life at the moment of
Conquest, and specimens like the ones at Chichester and Circnccstcr as being survivals in usc.

Colchester Derivatives
2. AX II 43. The spring is held to the body of the brooch by means of an axis bar which
passes through the coils and through the lower hole in a plate which projects from the back of
the bow. The chord passes through the upper hole. The wings are curved in section and each
has a groove at the end. The bow is humped over the wings, is plain and tapers to a pointed
foot. The return of the catch-plate is missing and the catch-plate is filed down behind, but it is
not clear if this was part of the original making of the brooch: there is here no trace of the
tinned finish which survives in patches On the brooch.
Being plain, there is little to help locate this brooch in any particular group. Very few have
COme from satisfactorily dated contexts (cf. Wheeler and Wheeler, 1936, 207, fig. 44.26, dated
to c. A.D. 75-125/150). The method of fixing the spring by means of a piercing with two holes
is dated to the first years after the Conquest, but may have evolved at an earlier date: the only
Colchester Derivative from the early deposits at Skeleton Green, Puckcridgc, Herts., (to be
published) has this spring fixing arrangement and another of exactly similar type from
Holbrooks, Old Harlow, Herts., (unpublished) has the Colchester's hook and spring arrangement (for decorative type: Wheeler and Wheeler, 1936,207, fig. 44.22, dated there to the period
up to A.D. 50). Another from Verulamium of the same type as the one from Puckeridge has a
single rear hook which is recognizable as being a failure in the typological development from the
one piece brooch, like the Colchester, and the types which fasten the separate spring to the
body by both coils and chord, as in the Circnccster brooch or as in the Polden Hill method (cf.
Cunliffe (ed.), 1968,80, pI.XXViII.27). On the present specimen the top of the projecting plate
behind the head is carefully finished to look like a hook of the Colchester type; this and -thc
absence of a foot-knob may be indicators of an early date, but there is no good evidence other
than its context.
3. AL II 42. A complete brooch in which the spring is held as in the last. Each wing is
moulded with two wide ridges between narrow ones. From the wings rises a small arched
moulded plate which masks the junction of the bow with the wings. The bow is moulded like
the wings, only more prominently and with a triangle at the head.
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Fig. 25.

Brooches (1:1)

Decoration of this type is very rare and there is no specimen known to the writer which is
useful at arriving at a date range for the present example. The comments concerning the spring
fixing arrangement under the last brooch are applicable here, but there are no real indicators of
a date.
4. OM [133. A complete brooch whose pin is hinged and axis bar is housed in the circular
sectioned wings, each of which has a buried ridge at the end. The bow is humped over the
wings, has an arris down the centre and down this to the pointed foot run two grooves with a
series of cross-cuts between. The catch-plate has two piercings separated by a bar with a dogleg. The beginning of the catch-plate's return is marked by two grooves and the return itself has
two more to top and bottom with another pair set diagonally half-way between.
The hinged pin is present at a very early date after the Conquest on Colchester Derivatives
(e.g. Brailsford, 1962, 7; fig. 6, CI1-12, CI4-1S; fig. 7, C.16; fig. 10, C9S-96. For date:
Richmond, 1968, 117-119), although there is no good evidence to show that its use dates from
before that event. Here, the basically simple form and decoration, especially the fretted catchplate, may suggest a date in the first two decades after the Conquest (cf. Brailsford, 1962,7, fig.
6, CIS).
5. OK II 42. Not illustrated. Clearly a brooch, as the lower part of the bow shows, the
upper parts arc too corroded for the original design to be clear. However, the type was almost
certainly a Colchester Derivative whose hinged pin's axis bar was housed as in the last. The
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remains of the lower bow show a rectangular section with a ridge on each side in the front, and
the stump of the catch-plate behind.
The state of this brooch does not allow any proper comment to be made on its possible date
range.

Rosettes
6. AH VIII P.H.3. A corroded brooch heavily stripped during conservation. The spring,
now missing, was held in a spring case decorated along the front with grooves forming a panel
about the head of the bow from which fine incised lines radiate to fill the panel. The short
upper bow is decorated with a series of bead-rows and flutes, set off to top and bottom from
the rest of the brooch by grooves and cross-mouldings. Behind this part of the bow are clear
signs of a bolt having been present (cf. Hawkes and Hull, 1947,315, pI. XCIII, 70 and 71). The
lower end of the bow proper joins the upper part of a disc which has a series of square punchmarks filling the rest of the area. Around the central disc there is an irregular groove and
beyond this a plain surface to the surviving edge which, as can be seen across the top of the
foot, was once bordered by two zones of coarse beading. The plain zone was once covered by a
repousse plate probably once cut and decorated (cf. example given above). The foot was once
of fantail form as the setting out marks on the back show. The front is ornamented with a
repeat of the design on the upper bow. The catch-plate has the remains of two rectangular
plercmgs.
This is a fully developed Rosette replete with virtually all the decorative traits to be found on
the type. The Rosette, along with the Langton Down, is characteristic of continental
assemblages from Augustan times to the middle of the first century A.D. It has hitherto been
difficult to be sure whether or not either of these brooch types was being imported into Britain
before the Conquest: Colchester and Bagendon were once the only sites which could be
referred to for such information. At Colehester there was next to no material which could be
isolated as belonging to period I, although there is a healthy suspicion that a fair proportion of
the finds in later periods was residual. The earliest deposits at Bagendon were devoid of
brooches and the date of the main deposits has been questioned (Swan, 1975,59-61). However,
the position is alleviated by the occurrence at Skeleton Green, Puckeridge, Herts., of stratified
deposits which belong to the earlier part of the first century A.D., and, more importantly in
this ease, of the presence of a large number of Rosettes in the grave assemblages recovered from
the cemetery at King Harry Lane, St. Albans, Hem. (I am grateful to Dr. I.M. Stead for the
information in advance of publication), where there are nearly 50 Rosettes out of a total number
of over 200 brooches. Thus, on looking at the relatively small numbers of the type which
belong to purely Roman contexts, it is possible to suggest that those found are at the end of the
type's fioruit and may be survivals in use only. It is very unlikely that any significant quantities
survived as late as A.D. 60, and few of these will belong to the elaborate type to which the
present example belongs.
7. AH VIII 74. Not illustrated. Mr. Hull comments: "flat or plate brooch, complete. It is an
addition to Hawkes & Hull, 1947, pI.XCVIII, 163 and 164, and Ritterling, 1913, Taf.X.258260. I have no exact parallels to it. Doubtless mid-first century." For discussion, see after the
next brooch.
8. 1964, Police Station Watching Brief. At first sight a circular plate brooch with two axial
projections and the remains of a third, but inspection shows that, in place of another such
opposite the lugs for the hinged pin, there is evidence for a large projection which was probably
in the form of a fantail, (Cotton, 1947, 144, fig. 7, 6). The front of the brooch has traces of
tinning and in the centre is the stump of a boss riveted through the bow, surrounded by
relieved concentric mouldings.
Nos. 7 and 8 are in effect plate brooches merely shaped to a Rosette silhouette. These should
be late in the sequence but the same terminal date should apply to these as that applied to no. 6.
Both no. 7 and no. 8 probably had enamelled bosses mounted in the centre of the disc.
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Aucissae
9-11. AW I 79, (no. 9); and two more from 1964, Police Station Watching Brief, (nos. 10,
11). Three precisely similar brooches. All three have bows edged with ridges with swelled
fronts, each with a sunken bead-row. Two have surviving foot-knobs sweated on, and two
have heads made up of two bead-rows on either side of a flute with a cut-out at each end. In
contrast with the Rosette, the Aucissa is not well represented in pre-Conquest collections and
the brooch seems to come in with the army of Conquest. It should be pointed out that the
writer reserves the name 'Aucissa' for brooches of this form with this particular bow section:
there is good evidence that some variants ofthe general design were being imported before the
Conquest. The descendants of the Aucissa arrived in greater numbers: the Hod Hill. It is clear
that by A.D. 43 the Aucissa was at the end of itsj/on'i/ and all the specimens coming in with the
army and its followers may well be survivors in use. It is unlikely that the Aucissa lasts much
beyond the middle 50's of the first century A.D. The three specimens under review here arc all
unusually small.
Hod Hills
12. DK I 81. The head is missing. The upper bow has two strong ridges, each with crosscuts, with a minor ridge on each side. The lower bow is flat with a slight taper and a crossmoulding at top and bottom. The front face has traces of a punched dot design and the whole
was once tinned. For discussion, see after no. 16.
13. DM I 130. A small brooch with a tapering, round-fronted bow which has a crossmoulding at the top, half way down and the usual two-part foot-knob at the bottom. There arc
traces of tinning. For discussion, see after, no. 16.
14. DK I si' The main panel on the bow has three vertical flutes with one cross-moulding
above and three more below. On either side of the main panel at the bottom is a wing made up
of a knob with a cross-moulding and a flute. The lower bow is flat and tapers to the usual
two-part foot-knob. For discussion, see after no. 16.
15. AM II 65. Very like the last except there is only one cross-moulding below the main
panel; the wings are now at the top and each has only a waist and a knob. For discussion, sec
after the next brooch.
16. DK I 81. Not illustrated. A heavily corroded brooch on which the details arc not fully
discernible.
Four of these brooches are developed examples of the type and each differs from the others,
the fifth is not preserved well enough to discuss. There is no chronological significance in the
differences and the same general date is applicable to each. The type is hardly evidenced before
the Conquest and, like the Aucissa, seems to have come in with the army and its followers.
Indeed, the contrast in number between the Aucissa and the Hod Hill may suggest that it is
more likely to be typical of the early post-Conquest years than any other imported brooch.
Like the Rosette and the Aucissa, the Hod Hill is not to be expected beyond c. A.D. 60, except
that the sheer numbers present in Britain make it inevitable that more would have survived in
use beyond that date. However, it is significant that Hod Hills found north of the Humber are
rare and the type largely passed out of use by A.D. 70.
Penannular
17. DK I 94. The ring has a circular section and each terminal is made up of a flat knob with
knurling separated from the ring by a thin angular moulding.
This belongs to Fowler's type A4 (Fowler, 1960, 149-177) and is given by her a date range of
first to third century. There are not enough specimens to be sure of the main j/on/it, but the
presence of a similar one at Waddon Hill (forthcoming), is a sufficient guarantee that it is to be
found in the first two decades after the Conquest.
Fragment
18. DK I 81. Not illustrated. One coil. of a spring most probably from a brooch, but the
type is not identifiable.
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OBJECTS OF COPPER ALLOY
by
Linda Viner
19. Ligula with probe and eupped oval scoop, decoration on shank consisting of two bands of
knotches, one below a band of concentric mouldings. AM II 59.
20. Ligula with probe and remains of scoop. Shank decorated with banded mouldings above
the scoop. Found twisted but for reasons of clarity illustrated as straight. DM I 19.
21. Probe with high patination, knotched shank, and mouldings accentuated with two bands
of silver inlay. DK 1 81.
22. Nail cleaner, circular in section with shank decorated with incised lattice similar to fig. 31,
71. AM 163.
23. Nail cleaner, pierced for suspension, one flat surface only decorated with incised lattice
worked prior to forming the hole. DM I 136.
24. Ear-scoop, pierced for suspension, impressed dotted flower motif below the hole.
DK I 81.
25. Tweezers. DM I 19.
26. Manicure set of three instruments fastened together with a strand of bronze wire. The
tweezers alone arc recognisable, the other two tools were presumably a nail cleaner and an
ear-scoop. DM I 137.
27. Length of copper alloy chain, each link·formed of a piece of square-sectioned wire formed
into a double loop. Two sections of 80 mm. and 100 mm. length are joined by a single loop of
thicker wire. DM I 19.
28. Seal box lid, with a decorative stud in the form of an eagle held in place by a single copper
alloy rivet. The mouldings around the rim, and the feather's of the eagle appear to have once
been accentuated with silver inlay of which little now remains. AH VIII 111.
29. A duck with green and red enamel inlays in the wings attached to a rectangular grill with
open work decoration in the form of a pair of debased Celtic broken back curves. There are
four attached tangs at each comer for fastening to a wooden lid, for which the object is the
handle. The bird is very similar to those found on brooehes (R.C.H.M., Eburacum, 1962, pI.
34, H.31). Information kindly supplied by Dr. Graham Webster. DK I 109.
30. Top section of jug handle. DM I 137. (cf. Bushe-Fox, 1932, pl. XIV, 49, where the
example was found west of Site I, in a deposit mainly first century in date).
31. Binding, two parallel but now distorted strips held by two rivets. DK II 42.
32. Lock-pin with circular domed head. DK II 42.
33. Dome-headed terminal with remains of iron pin shank in lower surface. DM I 19.
34. Fragment of a baldric 'or harness fitting. DM I 19. (Cf. Webster G., 1960, fig. 6, 153
from the Walbrook, London).
35. Hollow cast copper alloy object, circular base rising to rectangular slot. Function
unknown. DK II 42.
36. Cuirass hook from a [orica segmentata. DK I 81. (Cf. Ulbert, 1969, Taf. 44, no. 13 etc.).
The hook end only of a second example was found in DM I 19. Not illustrated.
37. Sheet of copper alloy, all edges incomplete with two small"holes pierced in the centre of
the surviving fragment. Possibly from a military armour plate: BZ I 18.
38. Rectangular plate of sheet copper alloy, with two punched square holes. A punched
circular hole is flanked by two un punched ones. Possibly part of a belt fitting. DK II 39.
39. Rod of circular section with flattened and expanded decorated knob head, the point is
missing. DK I 81. (Cf. Cunliffe, 1968, pI. XLII, 167, from Inner earth fort ditch at
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Richborough , inner side, wh ere it's sugges ted function is a hairpin). Wheeler (1930, fig. 32, 3)
describ ing an exam ple from Poultry. Lon don , believed it 'so mewhat reminiscent of a militar y
standa rd' . An exa mple from the Walbrook , London (British Mu seum , 1951, fig . 14, 13) shows
sphe rical pendam s attached to tw o chains which may be indicated on the Ci renccster exam ple
by the tw o lower infilled holes.
40. Rod of ova l sectio n with scored spiral decora tion around the shank. T he up per end is
hollow , the ot her constricted to give a circular cross-sectio n. DM I 19.
41. Strip of copper alloy of rectangular section. one end flattened and circular in for m with a
pierced cent re AG II 36.
42. Ring , circular in section with opposing edges unevenly wo rn thin. DM I 158. A
second ring of circular section with a high patination and diameter of 32 mm . was found in DM
I 19, not illustrated .
43. Washer , circular flat disc. with a squarish perforation . DM I 19.
·H . Finger ring of oval section. DM I 137.
45. Tack with a flat head and square-sec tioned shank. DK I 94.
46. Domed stud with a sho rt length of braided chain attached . DK II 40.
47. Stud wi th dom ed head, the inner dom e filled with lead. DK I 81.
48. Strip of decorated copper alloy sheet, cut do wn from a vessel. DM I 150.
49 . Thin sheet o f und ecorated copper alloy, function indiscernible. DK I 81. Other similar
amo rpho us fragments we re found in AY V 4 1; DM I 19; DM I 137; DK I 11 2; DK 1 81; DK II
42; DK II 39; DK II 40; DK I 90.
50. Strip of cop per alloy of semi-circular section, the surface pitted wit h corrosio n. AY I 26.
5 1. Strip o f co pper alloy sheet, both lon g edges cut in a wavy design; the central circular hole
caused by corros ion, the other tw o sub- rectangular ones punched through the sheet to take
sma ll tacks. DK II 42.
52. Work ing waste soldered toge ther. DK I 8 1.
53. T riangular sheet heavily pitted wi th corrosio n. AX II 43.
54. Spoon-shaped working waste, heavy in pro por tion to size, therefore presumably
containing so me lead . DK II 40.
55. Sheet of cast copper alloy with one finished edge . DK II 39.
56. Shield binding . AH VIII I II (pI. 24, 25)
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Possible co pper alloy binding of an auxiliary shield (Copper alloy no. 56).
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The following note has been contributed by Ann Woods:
The object had been lifted in a block of soil and radiography indicated that it consisted of a
fragmentary, slightly curved strip of copper alloy. This was in two main pieces, one c. 18.5
ems. in length, the second c. 6 ems. in length, and they were separated by a gap of 5 ems.
Excavation revealed the presence of thin, copper alloy sheet fragments, nearly all of which were
located within the rough arc marked out by the curved pieces. Lying on top of these pieces of
sheet, in direct contact with them, were traces of burnt organic matter.
The strip fragments were extensively corroded and very fragile, but visual examination of
several fragments indicated that the strip consisted of either a flattened G-section or a flattened,
reversed S section. Traces of burnt organic matter were found in the interior of one of the
pieces of strip which had split. There were, however, no other signs of contact between the
pieces of strip and the pieces of sheet.
In an effort to identify the organic material, some samples were examined with a scanning
electron microscope. Samples of leather, burnt leather, and bark were also examined by this
method and the results obtained, although not conclusive, indicated that the most similar
material was the burnt leather sample (see Plate 25).
It is not impossible that this represents part of a shield-binding. If so, it would have come
from an oval, auxiliary, rather than from a rectangular, legionary, shield. a.S.W.).

OBJECTS OF IRON
by
Linda Viner
57. Stylus, Type III. Tapering rod flattened to form the eraser, the point at the other end
incomplete. AX II 35. Cf. Manning, 1976, 34-36, fig. 10.
58. Stylus, Type IV. Eraser with decoration below distinctly formed head, the point is
missing. AG II 36. Cf. Manning, 1976, 34-36, fig. 10.
59. Socketed bar, heavily corroded; thickening towards the top may be remains of a blade for
a knife or chopper. OK II 41. . Cf. Stead, 1976, fig. 118, 174. Wheeler and Wheeler, 1936,
219, pI. lxiv, no. 14.
60. Set or wedge with a stout rounded stem and battered head. OK II 41. Cf. Manning,
1972, fig. 60, 2-3.
61. Finger ring with oval bezel, the hoop incomplete. AM III 44.
62. Tumbler-lock slide key, of simple form, with remains of six teeth at right angles to the
bit. The handle was once pierced, but is now filled with corrosion products. AH VIII 27.
63. Curved strip of rectangular section in two parts, 'possibly originally a binding for an
object. DK II 41. A third strip (not illustrated) 110 mrn , in length, of similar section, was
found in DK II 42.
64. Triangular tip of blade. OK I 81.
65. Remains of socketed tip with tapering, rectangular section. OK I 81.
66. T -shaped rod, incomplete, with upturned arms. OM I 19.
67. L-shaped angle bracket, one end originally pierced although the hole is now completely
,
filled by corrosion, and was possibly a hold-fast. OK I 81.
68. Rectangular-headed pin, probably intended to be driven into woodwork. AX II
45. Cf. Manning, 1972, fig. 69, 97. A ring-headed version, not illustrated, length 105 mrn.,
diameter of head 52 mrn., was found in OM I 137.
69. Chisel with blade tapering into the tang, the top of which is broken. The edge of the blade
is formed by even reduction on either side. OM I 134. The head only of one other chisel was
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found in DK I 110, length 20 mm, width of blade 15 mm. Not illustrated.
Collection of nails and hobnails, not illustrated: 35 hobnails, dome-headed with average shank
length where they survive of 11 mm. Groups of 2, 3, and 4 survive corroded together in lines
of former edging to shoes. DM I 153.
Selection of heads and shanks of nails, round-headed with square-sectioned shanks, lengths
46-50 mm. average. DM I 150, DK II 41, and AY I 26.
Shapeless and unidentifiable lumps of iron were recovered from AE III 16, DM I 19, DM I 120,
DK I 94, and AY I 18.
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OBJECTS OF BONE, SHALE, CLAY, STONE AND LEAD
by
Linda Viner
BONE
70. Cheekpiece, toggle or 'slider', the upper face decorated with incised lines and doublecircle-and-dot motifs. The reverse face is marked by a double diagonal. DK II 42. Cf.
Fig. 35, 95, Corinium Museum, B 882; fig. 35, 96 in bronze, Corinium Museum, B 302.
Macgregor, 1976, 38; 60, no. 4 with parallels and further references.
71. Nail cleaner, the circular knobbed end of bone held in place by a small bronze stud which
has caused heavy green staining on the shank and knob. The shank is decorated with incised
diagonal lines similar to fig. 26, 22. BZ I 15.
72. Lathe-turned and highly polished bone knob. Upper end hollowed, the opposite one
broken, presumably detached from the shank of a pin. DK I 81.
73. Dice, with opposite sides totalling seven. AH VIII 96.
SHALE
74. Shale bracelet of oval section, the outer circumference decorated with two grooves.
Diameter 80 mm. DM I 19.
CLAY
75. Lamp dish, with pinched spout, in orange clay with grits, the base decorated with two
raised concentric circles. The four fragments which survive come from DM I 19 and DK I 91.
The spout is blackened with use. Fabric 49, p. 158.
76. Lamp dish fragment in dark orange gritty ware, with smoothed exterior. Fabric 49,
p. 158. Similar to no. 75, with remains on the under surface of a raised circular moulding. BZ
I 12.
STONE
77. Mortar in oolitic limestone. The rim and interior are smooth-surfaced and well-finished,
whilst the outer face below the rim has been left pitted, presumably to ensure a firm grasp of
the bowl. DK I 81.
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78. Very fine-grained igneous rock, with crystal lineation parallel to the ground surfaces.
Possibly a micro-granite but a thin section is necessary for final proof. The sample is not local
to the site and is more likely to be an import, perhaps a glacial erratic. Smooth surfaces are
suggestive of its use as a pebble whetstone, discarded after breakage. Fragment 35 mm, long.
AH VIII 78. Not illustrated.
79.' Fine-grained micaceous siltstone with calcic cement. Possibly of Coal Measures age and a
glacial erratic. Fissility is strongly parallel to the bedding. The smooth-surfaced, and rectangular
outline, suggests its use as a pebble whetstone, discarded after breakage. Fragment 105 mm.
long. AH VIII 74. Not illustrated.
80. Purbeck Marble-Upper Purbeckian, Topmost Jurassic/Lower Cretaceous. Source restricted
to the Isle of Purbeck-Swanage area of Dorset. The fragment, c. 12 mm. thick, 30 x 35 mm.,
with two flat and highly polished surfaces, is suggestive of a use as a decorative inlay, wall
veneer, or opus sectile?, although the outline is now indiscernible. AH VIII 96. Not illustrated.
Petrological analysis of samples, nos. 78-80, kindly provided by Dr. R.J. King, of the
Department of Geology, University of Leicester.
LEAD
81.
82.
83.
two

Cylinder of lead with a lightly incised spiral around the middle. BZ I 18.
Rectangular sheet of lead, pierced in six places, folded in antiquity. BZ I 15.
Rectangular sheet of lead, similar to no. 82, seven holes pierced around three edges, with
flat-headed lead rivets remaining in two. BZ I 15.
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THE GLASS
by
Dorothy Charlesworth
Class Vessels

The fragments from the military levels represent something like 70 vessels only and there is no
window glass. The bulk of the material is unidentifiable fragments of natural green glass used
for a variety of bottles, flasks, jars, beakers and bowls in the second half of the first century.
Six fragments of blue glass arc featureless (AE II P.H.l; OK [ 81, 2 frags.; DK II 40; DM I
130; OM I 137); one is a folded, hollow tubular rim from a small jar or beaker (OM I 19). Five
fragments of amber-coloured glass were found - one featureless (AM II 59); one ribbed (DM I
137) possibly from a deep bowl or flagon with a globular body; two with hollow-tubular rims
from bowls (OK II 42, fig. 34, 84; DM I 137, fig. 34, 85); and a piece of pillar-moulded bowl
(OM I 19, fig. 34, 86). Both colours were popular in the period c. 50-100 but less frequently
found towards the end of that period when colourless glass generally replaced the coloured
metals for the better quality vessels. Only three fragments of colourless glass were found (OK I
90; OM I 137, 2 frags.).
There is a fragment of amber glass with a marvered white trail (DK II 40, fig. 34, 87)
possibly from a small ribbed bowl. Isings form 17. (Pfeffer, and Haevernick, 1958, 76-88;
Haevernick, 1967, 153-166).
The remaining vessels arc all in natural green glass. Few arc identified - only two fragments
of pillar-moulded bowl (AL VII 31; OM I 137, fig. 34, 88) normally quite a common find on
sites of this period; four pieces which can be identified as square bottles (BZ I 15; OK II 39; DM
I 19), with one (AG III 43) retaining part of the moulded base markings; and another is certainly
from a cylindrical bottle (OM I 137).
Two fragments of a base (OM I 137, fig. 34, 89; and OM [ 137) of either a globular-bodied
flagon or a deep, globular-bodied bowl, both types arc dated c. 70-150. A small fragment of a
flat, single-ribbed handle is probably from a flagon (DM [ 137), and the ribbed convex
fragment (OK I 81) could be from either.
.
84. Hollow-tubular rim from a bowl, in amber-coloured glass. DK II 42.
85. Bowl with hollow-tubular rim in amber-colour~d glass. DM I 137.
86. Fragment of pillar-moulded bowl, in amber-coloured glass. OM I 19.
87. Fragment of amber glass with marvered white trail, possibly from a small ribbed bowl.
Isings form 17. OK II 40.
88. Pillar-moulded bowl, in natural green glass. DM I 137.
89. Base of globular-bodied flagon or a deep, globular-bodied bowl, in natural green glass.
OM I 137.
Class Objects
90. Fragment of a 'barley-sugar stick' stirring rod of blue-green glass. DM I 137.
91. Fragment of a bangle of blue-green glass decorated with a twisted trail of deep blue and
opaque white glass. The bangle is Kilbride-jones' type 2 (Kilbride-lones, 1937-38, 366-396;
Stevenson, 1954-56, 208-221). Examples are most common in the north of England and
southern Scotland, but they arc widely distributed and not closely dated. DK I 107.
92. Annular transluscent green glass bead, diameter 18 mm., thickness 6 mm. DK [ 81.
Two other annular beads, not illustrated, were found: (i) Translusccnt green glass, diameter 18
mm., thickness 15 mm. OM I 137; (ii) Blue opaque glass, diameter 13 mm., thickness 6
mm. OM I 19.
93. Melon bead, complete, diameter 15 mrn, AH VIII 66. Five other melon beads, not
illustrated, were found in AL II 41, AY I 26, OM [ 19, OM I 136 and OK II 40.
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Glass vessels and objects (1:1)

94. White paste gaming counter, with a crude letter T scratched on the top. Diameter 19
mm. AH VI11 27.
Four other counters: not illustrated, were found:Black glass, complete, diameter, 13 mm. AM II 59.
Blue glass, complete, diameter 15 mm. OK II 42.
Green-white glass, circumference chipped, diameter 17 mm. OK II 42.
Black opaque glass, diameter 17 mm. OM I 130.
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GAZETTEER OF MILITARY OBJECTS FROM CIRENCESTER
by
Dr. Graham Webster
This section contains a comprehensive inventory of military objects from Cirencestcr,
excluding all ironwork, such as arrowheads and spearheads. Some have been previously
described (Webster, G., 1960), but the excavations since 1960 have yielded more. David Viner,
curator of the Corinium Museum kindly provided every facility for access to the material in the
collections.
The collection is a miscellaneous one but it is evident that the majority are associated with
cavalry and that some are of exceptional quality. It is unfortunate that of the 40 items, 28 are
unprovenanced or unstratified. The largest group, consisting of 7, comes from the Leaholme
excavations, and it could be suggested that the fort in this area was occupied by cavalry.
All objects are of copper alloy, except no. 95 which is of bone.
95. Bone handle or toggle decorated with incised geometric patterns (Bushe-Fox, 1949, pI.
LlV, no. 227, where the example is dated before c. A.D. 85). Corinium Museum, B 882,
unprovenanced.
96. Strap junction with two waisted lengths on each' side of a raised central oval feature,
which is decorated with two circles inside a larger circle, the whole filled with enamel. There is
a loop at each end at right angles to the main bar for admitting the straps. There is evidence that
the whole object was originally gilded. An example of similar form has been found at
Aldborough (Macgregor, 1976, no. 30). Corinium Museum, B 302, unprovenanced.
(Macgregor, 1976, 60, no. 4, under the category of cheek pieces, toggles, or 'sliders').
97. Pendant previously described, but not so accurately drawn (Webster, G., 1960, no. 25,
with references). The broken terminal could have been either in trifid form (Ulbert, 1959, Taf.
63, no. 17) or plain (Hobley, 1971-3, fig. 22, no. 20; Bushe-Fox, 1914, fig. 17, no. 22).
Corinium Museum, C 109, unprovenanced.
98. (Front cover illustration). Pendant from a horse trapping, the surface would originally
have been tinned and the decoration is in the form of scrolls and buds. The lower central area is
a much devolved leaf in relief and there arc two acorn terminals at the bottom for attachment
instead of the usual hook and a circular projecting eyelet at the top. It belongs to a well known
series of horse-furniture best exemplified from the Doorwcrth hoard (Holwerda, 1913, A and B
2, 3, 4, 5). Other specimens are published from Xanten (in Curle, 1911, fig. 44); Ncwstcad
(Curle, 1911, pI. LXXIII); and Aislingen (Ulbert, 1959, Taf. 20, no. 1). The Doorwerth
examples are in two sizes, 11 cm. and 8 cm. wide and the larger ones are of finer workmanship,
thus the Cirencester: example is of the quality found on the smaller pieces. The Doorwerth
hoard has been dated to the time of the Revolt of Civilis (A.D. 69), the Newstead pieces are
presumably Agricolan, and Aislingen was occupied up to the time of Vespasian. Thus a date for
this type can be suggested as c. A.D. 70-80. DM I 56, St. Michael's Field, postmilitary disturbances.
99. Martingale with three circular loops and a raised, decorated mount, which may represent
an animal's head. Examples decorated with a man's head have been found at Richborough,
(Bushe-Fox, 1926, pI. XV, no. 29; 1928, pI. XXI, no. 57). Corinium Museum, B 206,
unprovenanced.
100. An unusual large pendant with double lobes, presumably designed as a frontlet for a
horse, the attached link with two round holes for attachment to the harness was not previously
described (Webster, G., 1960, no. 32, pl. XIB, with f~rther references). Corinium Museum, B
315, Nursery Garden, on site of Basilica.
101. Double-lobed pendant with a decorated loop of a rudimentary bird form, and a rivet for
fastening to leather. It is a smaller version of no. 100. A similar example has been found at
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Valkenberg (Glasbergen and Groenman-van-Waateringe, 1974, pI. 14, no. 52). Leaholme 1961,
topsoil.
102. Plain, but well-shaped terret ring. Corinium Museum, C 1072, unprovenanced.
(Macgregor, 1976, 62, no. 9, Simple loop and terret).
103. Large plain terret ring with swelling-like collars on each side of flat bar of the strap
attachment. Similar to no. 102. (Macgregor, 1976, 62, no. 9, Simple loop and tcrrct, with
further references and parallels). AM I 42, Leaholme, upper levels of Inner Ditch, pre-building
phase.
104. Barnacle pendant for attaching to horse-harness as an amulet for quietening horses
(Cunliffe, 1968, pI. XXXIX, no. 142; Bushe-Fox, 1949, pI. Xl, no. 156). DH XII 13, St.
Michael's Field, robber trench.
105. Socket with an eagle's head and projecting hook in the form of a bird's head with long
beak. A fitting from a cart, (Webster, G., 1960, no. 37 with references). Corinium Museum, B
291, Querns Lane.
106. Part of an object similar to no. 105 above. Corinium Museum, B 292, Watermoor
Church.
107. The following note has been kindly provided by Dr. Morna Macgregor:
Triskele-decorated fob. Parallels can be quoted from: Aldborough, Yorks. (Myers, Steer, and
Chitty, 1959, 74, fig. 26, 13); Berkshire (Allen, ].R., 1896,321-36); Haslingfield, Carnbs. (Fell,
1951, 65-6); Hunsbury, Northants, (Fell, 1936, 57-100); Kingsholm, Gloucester (Douglas, 1793,
pI. XXVII, 1); St. Albans, Herts. (Wheeler and Wheeler, 1936, 217, fig. 48); Scamill, Ayrshire
(Munro, 1882, 63, fig. 3); ?South Shields, Co. Durham (Newcastle University Museum
1956.128.69.A); and Tre'r Ceiri, Cacr. (Baring-Gould and Burnard, 1904,8, fig. 5). The dating
of these objects is difficult. The Hunsbury examples are of iron 'flashed' in bronze which has
been considered to be an early technique (but see Stead, 1965,41). Tre'r Ceiri and Aldborough
have Romano-British associations and the latter is unlikely to be earlier than the Vespasianic
foundation; while the St. Albans and Haslingfield examples may be later, the former being
ascribed to the fourth century. On stylistic comparisons, the twisted or swirled form at Seamill
is paralleled on casket ornament (Gray, 1924, pI. XX, E8); its edge pouncing by the crescent
terret from Pentyrch, Glam. (Savory, 1966,28-33,29, fig. 1 and pI. II). Both arc vague pointers
to the mid to late first century A.D. (Macgregor, 1976, 60, no. 10, Triskele-decorated fobs).
AL III 15, Leaholrne, post-military disturbance.
108. Mount for attachment to leather in the form of opposed pclta-like features. Coriniurn
Museum, C 301, unprovenanced.
109. A long cigar-shaped belt mount similar to no. 110. Corinium Museum, B 240,
unprovenanced.
110. Belt mount of common form. (Ulbert, 1969, Taf, 28, nos. 10 and 11, etc.). Corinium
Museum, unprovenanced.
111. A small mount with relief decoration of two rosettes and with two large tangs at the
back. Corinium Museum, C 112, unprovenanced .
112. Dumb-bell button or, perhaps more correctly, a strap slide of a fairly common type, but
with unusual inlaid niello dots, (Macgregor, 1976, 134 and 136, fig. 8; Bushe-Fox, 1949, pI.
XXXVI, nos 121 and 122). Corinium Museum, C 114, unprovenanced.
113. Cruciform strap-junction with tangs at the end of each arm for attaching to two or more
thicknesses of leather. Corinium Museum, B 370, unprovenanced.
114. Pendant in the form of a leaf covered with punched decoration and with traces of
gilding. The terminal boss is bent to form a hook for attaching a further pendant, and is
decorated with an incised cross. This item was published (Webster, G., 1960, no. 33) without
the surface decoration. Corinium Museum, C 151, unprovcnanced,
115. Heart-shaped pendant with four lunate openings and a round base terminal. It was
attached by means of a small hole in a flat piece of metal projecting inwards at the top.
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(Webster, G., 1960, no. 35, with references). Corinium Museum, B 403, unprovenanccd.
116. The lower part of a small pendant with a conical terminal; it has three asymmetric
openings and fine punched decoration round the edge. (Lehner, 1904, Taf. XXXIV for general
types). CT XI 121, Extra-mural building and road, adjacent to amphitheatre. Topsoil.
117. Small pendant with a large loop (Webster, G., 1960, no. 31). This is a type normally
associated with the second century, but there is a first-century example from Rhcingonhcirn
(Ulbert, 1969, Taf. 36, no. 17) which may be an early form. Corinium Museum, C 50,
unprovenanced.
118. Pelta-shaped mount, probably a terminal for a strap. Corinium Museum, B 639,
unprovenanced.
119. Strap- or belt-terminal of lunate form with a rough unfinished back. There is no
indication how it is attached. Similar examples from Rheingiinheim arc described as 'feet'
(Ulbert, 1969, Taf. 37, nos. 5-7) and from Camulodunum as scabbard-fittings (Hawkes and
Hull, 1947, pl. 103, nos. 31 and 32) but they arc all solid pieces and some could have been sewn
into the end of a fabric strip. This could not apply to the decorated pieces unless this was seen
through cut-out panels. There is a much heavier example with a hollowed back for filling with
lead from Richborough (Cunliffe, 1968, PI. XLVIII, no. 223). AF I 40, Lcaholmc.
120. Small D-type buckle of normal military pattern (Ulbert, 1969, Taf. 33, nos. 23-39). AL
VIII 29, Leaholme, upper levels.
121. Buckle in the form of a figure of eight. This is not a military type of buckle; a similar
example was found on the Telephone Exchange site at Colchester, but could have been from an
early colonia level (Dunnett, 1971, fig. 11, no. 22). Lcaholrne 1961, topsoil.
122. Belt-buckle of typical military pattern (Ulbcrt, 1969, Taf. 26, nos. 1 and 2; Webster, G.,
1960, no. 28). Corinium Museum, B 202, unprovenanced.
123. Acorn belt with two tangs at the back for fastening to leather. Decorative mounts of this
form arc fairly comon on military sites (Hawkes and Hull, 1947, PI. CII, no. 26; O.R.L., 1901,
Taf. xiii, nos. 63 and 64; 'Chesterton Camp' at Water Newton in the British Museum, Acc.
No. 82, 6-21, 144). Coriniurn Museum, unprovenanced.
124. A mount similar to nos. 123 and 125, with a flat back and two rivet holes which could
have been a ' box-mount. (Webster, G., 1960, no. 30). Corinium Museum, B 379,
unprovenanced.
125. A mount very similar to no. 123 above, formerly published with a piece of leather still
attached, (Webster, G., 1960, no. 29, with references). Corinium Museum, B 327,
unprovenanced.
126. Belt plate crudely decorated with what was intended to be a fretted design of the kind in
usc in the army in the second century (Fox, 1940, fig. 6, no. 19; Nash-Williams, 1932, fig. 33,
nos. 32 and 33, pl. ii). The plates of the first century arc normally solid with niello decoration.
This example could be a poor civil copy. CS I 4, south-western cemetery adjacent to
amphitheatre, rubbish scatter, unassociatcd with a burial.
127. Handle of a strigil decorated with niello inlay. The decoration dates this to the mid-first
century, so it probably belonged to one of the military personnel. AH VIII 25, Lcaholmc, fro 111
Flavian shops scaling military levels.
128. Dagger chape, (Webster, G., 1960, no. 27, with references). Corinium Museum, C 145,
unprovenanced.
129. Apron-mount with two placements for mounts in the form of domed studs. (Ritterling,
1913, Taf. XII, no. 19; Hawkes and Hull, 1947, PI. CIII, nos. 24-27; Bushe-Fox, 1932, pI. 14,
no. 48). Corinium Museum, C 84, unprovenanced.
130. Scabbard-mount. (Webster, G., 1690, fig. 3, 34, with references). Corinium Museum, C
84, unprovenanced.
131.

Strip with silver (?) inlay, probably part of belt- or harness-decoration, very similar to a
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fragment from Hofheirn (Ritterling, 1913, Taf. xi, no. 72). (Webster, G., 1960, fig. 3, 24).
Corinium Museum, unprovenanced.
132. Pair of bronze rings with knobbed decoration and leaf-shaped projections masking an
iron nail: probably bucket mounts for the handle. AR IV 9, Police Station excavations: from an
upper level producing early material.
133. Part of base of a skillet with a tinned surface, probably a military type (Boesterd, 1956,
nos. 19-34). Similar objects are known from military sites in Britain, e.g. Broxtowe, (Oswald,
A., 1939, 441, pI. LXXXVII; Webster, G., 1960,69, no. 5); Gloucester, (Webster, G., 1960, pI.
IX B); and Caves Inn, (Webster, G., 1960, 143-4, fig. 3, pI. 30). AE II 3, Leaholme, upper
levels on a site producing early pottery at several levels in the section.
134. Handle of a skillet similar to no. 133 above. (Webster, G., 1960, no. 36). Corinium
Museum, unprovenanced.
135. Part of heavy bronze mount of horn shape with incised decorations on the outer edge:
perhaps from a bucket escutcheon mount (Lehner, 1904, Taf. XXXIII, no. 19) or from a
decorated jug handle (Waugh and Goodburn, 1972, fig. 42, no. 137). AF I 3, Leaholme, topsoil.
136. Circular piece of copper alloy cut from a military diploma.
The following note has kindly been contributed by Dr. Margaret Roxan:
The fragment of a diploma was found on an unrecorded site in Cirencestcr, and ir is at present
in the Corinium Museum. It had been reused as a mirror and is a circular disc, measuring 5.3
em. in diameter. It was first published by Professor Donald Atkinson, (1957, 196). (See also
Ann. ep, 1958 no. 89, outer face only, 1959 no. 162, both faces). The surviving text reads:
intus: tabella II
extrinsccus: tabella II
ARCIO NAB

ATTI
L PVLLI
M SERVILI

A suggested expansion might read:
[lmp(eralor) Caes(ar), divi Hadriani I, divi Traiani Parthiici) divi Nervae pronep(os), T. Aelius
Hadrianus AnloniflllS Aug(usllls) Pius, ponttifex} maxiimus}, tribiunicia} potiestate) . .
...,
co(n)s(ul) ... , p(aler) piatriae} [auxilia}' ... , ... el sunt in Britannia' sllb . , ... q.JOnl/n nomina
subscripta sunt , . . . .

a.d
.
, ., cui praesl
, ex
] arcio Nab [
,J .?' ,
] [P.] Alii
alae alii cohiortis}
[SClleri]; L. Plllli [Daphni]; M. Servili [eelae]'.
1. This is most likely to be a fragment of a diploma issued to a veteran of the auxilia although
the same witnesses appear on fleet diplomata of this period.
2. That it was found in Cirencester suggests that the recipient had served in the auxiliary army
in Britain.
3. Atkinson suggested either [M]arcius or [L]arcius for the nomC/l of the recipient and inferred
that he was already a Roman citizen.
4. The presence of a marginal line above the name ATTI indicates that the names preserved
are those of the first three witnesses. From a time late in the reign of Hadrian (134-38)
witnesses affixed their names in strict order of seniority and when the first witness ceases to
appear the others all move up one place. In December 140 (t36) Ti. Claudius Menander
was first witness and the three named above were second, third and fourth respectively. On
19th July 146 the first three witnesses were Severns, Daphnus and Gera (CIL XVI 178) but
by 9th October 148 Daphnus had replaced Severns in first place (ClL XVI 96, 179, and
180).

